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Have you liked our VMR Brisbane Facebook Page? Stay up-to-date with 
all the latest VMR Brisbane news, photos and events! @VMR Brisbane 

Photo:  The king tide combined with the waves created 

by Cyclone Oma were captured on the Brighton 

Foreshore by Renate Hottmann-Schaefer (and a 

Channel 7 news team) on 21st February. 

Around the Rigging 
Welcome to our new Members.  We look forward to 
seeing you around the base. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tropical Cyclone Oma certainly created concern at 
the end of February.  It is the first cyclone in almost 
three decades which threatened to strike Brisbane 
but, as you know, it turned away at the last minute.  
(In 1990 Cyclone Nancy grazed the Byron Bay coast 
and resulted in coastal erosion and flooding.)  The 
photo (top left) by Renate Hottmann-Schaefer shows 
how wild it was on 21st February for a weather event 
that fortunately weakened.  The severe weather 
warning wasn’t cancelled until 25th February. 

Your editor had disembarked a cruise ship the week 
before but had friends on the Sea Princess and the 
Pacific Dawn, while her sister was on Columbus and 
the Arcadia was on their watch as they were on that 
cruise at the same time last year.  A ship tracker was 
found that turned out to be a great help so turn to 
page 5 for details. 

Boaties were warned in the last two weeks of 
February to ensure their vessels had the appropriate 
safety equipment and to wear lifejackets.  They were 
reminded to remember to log on with their local radio 
base and consider their safety management plan.  
The result was the only jobs over that time involved 
securing vessels that had come adrift! 

If you don’t see Snr VP Ben Gillespie around much 
at the moment, it is because he and Sarah welcomed 
triplets on 7th February.  We wish them all a very 
happy (and busy!) future. 

Ocean Crusaders are seeking help with the Moreton 
Island Clean-up on 16th March. See page 6 for details 
on how you can help. 

.

Boat Talk 
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DATE TO REMEMBER 
FOOD TRUCK EVENT 
Hosted by Papa Crew on  

Friday, 15th March, 2019 

4.00 pm to 8.00 pm 

MORETON ISLAND CLEAN UP 

Saturday, 16th March, 2019 

SANDGATE PADDLING CLUB 

Wetland Wander 

Sunday, 2nd June, 2019 

ACTIVE CREW 
Kim Burgess 

Nitin Gopal 

Cameron Henry 

Richard Jones 

Tia Jordan 

Sara Pontoppidan 

Gretel Waugh 
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President’s 

Report 

 

Welcome to our 
newest Members 

including those on 
rotation as new Active Crew Volunteers.  I would 
especially like to thank them for their patience as it 
has been a long process to bring them onto crews. 

A very big thank you to Nicky who has unfortunately 
had to step back from the Treasurer’s role due to 
other commitments.  Nicky has done a fantastic job 
in the 5 months since taking on the Treasurer’s role 
and she has implemented many systems and 
improvements which will be great for VMR Brisbane 
now and in the future.  Also a thank you to Col for 
helping Nicky get up to speed in the Treasurer’s 
position. 

We welcome and thank Gordon Kreutzer for offering 
to take on the role of Treasurer and we are confident 
he can build on Nicky’s hard work for VMR Brisbane. 
With Gordon’s background as a Bookkeeper, he will 
be able to get on board fairly quickly. 

Another welcome and congratulations to our Senior 
Vice-President Ben and his partner Sarah with the 
addition of 3 new Crew Members to their family (who 
should have arrived home as this goes to print). 

We have had a fairly quiet February, thanks in most 
parts to Cyclone Oma.  From our point of view, it was 
good to see the majority of people opting to stay 
home rather than venture out on Moreton Bay during 
this weather event.  While we are here to assist, we 
prefer not to have to put our Volunteers at risk.  So 
thank you for opting to stay land-based and look 
forward to seeing you out on the water again in better 
conditions. 

I would really like to thank Bob, Shane, Ian and Garry 
for doing the Surf to City Skeds this year to make 
sure the outside fleet was safe during the race.  We 
received feedback from QCYC that this was the best 
Skeds they have had so far. 

The Bluewater Review has progressed to the next 
stage with representatives from many agencies 
sitting on a Working Group to help develop the future 
vision for volunteer search and rescue in 
Queensland.  You can see and hear the Minister 
Craig Crawford and QFES Commissioner Katarina 
Carroll’s opening comments to the Working Group 
https://psbamediacontent.wistia.com/medias/nswjrq
gtuw?media_finished&wvideo=nswjrqgtuw 

We will certainly be watching this space very closely. 

 

 

Rest assured VMR Brisbane is still here to provide 
assistance when required while this process is 
underway. 

VMRB will again be assisting the QCYC with on-
water assistance for the Brisbane to Gladstone 
Yacht Race on Good Friday as part of the Bluewater 
Festival. 

Sandgate Paddling Club (formerly Sandgate Canoe 
Club) will be conducting their annual Wetlands 
Wander Race Day up Nudgee Creek on 2nd 
June.  This event is open to canoes, kayaks and 
paddleboards and always attracts a big crowd.  The 
Sandgate Paddling Club has been recognised by 
Paddling Qld as having the strongest membership in 
Qld. 

We acknowledge the complaints received that cars 
without trailers are parking in the hardstand which 
causes access problems.   Members are reminded 
that the hardstand area parking is for Crew on Duty 
and cars with trailers only.  If there is a reason you 
need to park without a trailer in that area, check with 
the Duty Crew if it is ok and find out where it would 
be best to park. 

After the rough seas caused by Cyclone Oma, we 
are looking forward to calmer conditions in March.   

Safe Boating 
Thomas Grice 
President, VMRB  

 

Groups of VMRB 

Our Association is made up of the following clubs. 
Please click on the logo to find out more details.  

 
.

March 2019 Crew Roster 
Sat   2 Bravo Sun     3 Sierra 

Sat   9 Foxtrot Sun 10 Tango 

Sat 16 Charlie Sun 17 November 

Sat 23 Alpha Sun 24 Papa 

Mon 30 Bravo Sun 31 Quebec  

April 2019 Crew Roster 
Sat    6 Foxtrot Sun  7 Sierra 

Sat 13 Charlie Sun 14 Tango 

Fri 19 Papa Sat 20 Alpha  

Sun 21 November Mon 22 Tango 

Thurs 25 Volunteers Sat 27 Bravo  

Sun 28 Papa 

https://psbamediacontent.wistia.com/medias/nswjrqgtuw?media_finished&wvideo=nswjrqgtuw
https://psbamediacontent.wistia.com/medias/nswjrqgtuw?media_finished&wvideo=nswjrqgtuw
http://www.syc.org.au/
http://sandgate.canoe.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/PVOCCShorncliffe/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/Xiang-Dragons-130932637540881/


Activation Report 

FEBRUARY 

2nd - Water Police activation to assist a broken down 
vessel with 1 POB adjacent to the Northen end of the 
Ted Smout bridge. VMR vessel unable to approach 
due to shallowness of water. The disabled vessel 
was assisted by a fellow boater.  

8th - Tow a disabled speedboat with 2 POB from the 
Indooroopilly Bridge to the Jindalee boat ramp.  

9th - Tow a disabled 11 metre powerboat with 2 POB 
from Tangalooma to Peel Island.  Tow then handed 
over to VMR Jacobs Well. 

10th - Tow a disabled 12 metre yacht with 7 POB 
from Bramble Bay to QCYC.  

Over that weekend, the 2019 Surf to City Yacht 
race was held with radio operators from VMR 
Brisbane providing regular skeds every 4 hours to 
keep track of the fleet. 

20th - Assist a 6 metre vessel with 1 POB that had 
mechanical difficulties in the Corso Reach of the 
Brisbane River. 

23rd - Re-anchor an 11 metre yacht with 1 POB that 
had drifted in the Colmslie reach of the Brisbane 
River.  

Following completion of the above Brisbane River 
job, Water Police called and invited the crew in for 
coffee on the way back to base  

24th - Relocate a 35’ yacht with 1 POB from private 
pontoon in Cabbage Tree Creek to anchoring point 
in Cabbage Tree Creek.  

Thank you to all the crews who are able to assist with 
any activations and who are on standby.  We really 
appreciate receiving activation details and photos to 
help promote VMR Brisbane.  Please email any 
information through to editor@vmrbrisbane.com.au 
and also to social.media@vmrbrisbane.com.au 

 

Redcliffe Coast Guard  

VMR Brisbane assisted with a rescue on 2nd 
February.  Following is the report from Redcliffe 
Coast Guard. 

“On 2nd February, Redcliffe Coast Guard responded 
to a urgent call to assist a vessel that had lost power 
and steerage.  

The vessel was in dangerous rocky shallow waters 
to the N/E corner of the Ted Smout Memorial Bridge. 
This rescue involved several marine rescue 
organisations. 

Unfortunately our primary rescue vessel RSL 
REDCLIFFE could not get a tow line to the distress 
vessel due to the helicopter winch operations being 
exercised and other contributing factors such as 
extremely shallow waters with a running out tide.  

(Cont’d page 4).

ACTIVE CREW ANNIVERSARY 

Congratulations and thank you to the following 
crew members who volunteered more than 5 years 
ago and who joined in February. 

Joe McCoy 1997 

Karl Nast 2005 

Michael Gill-Bailey 2006 

Ian Robertson 2013 
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Redcliffe Coast Guard (Cont’d) 

 
We would like to thank the person in the tinny who 
could navigate the shallow waters to tow the vessel 
back to the ramp (and the unknown cyclist who 
jumped in the water to assist!)  

 

This activation was executed in the way that we train 
every week with other emergency services. Westpac 
Rescue Helicopter team winched a distressed 
person back to dry land and the skipper remained on 
the vessel during this event.” 

 

February in Summary 
Activations:          14 
Fuel Used:    1,006 
People Assisted:     15. 

 

Food Truck Event 
Quebec Crew were on duty for the second Food 
Truck Event evening of 2019 on Friday, 15th February 
with boutique beers provided by the All Inn Brewing 
Co..   

On 15th March, Papa Crew will be in charge of the 
bar.   Come along and support your club while having 
a night off the domestic chores. 

Club members are invited to stay later to take the 
opportunity to catch up with fellow members; you can 
meet upstairs if you like.  

 

 

VMRB Management 
There are still vacant positions to assist VMRB 
Management which we need to fill to give our 
squadron the best possible chance to operate 
efficiently.  The positions are: 

 Administration Officer 

 Grants & Funding Officer 

 Corporate Relations Officer 

 Community Events & Social Activities Organiser 

If you can help us out with any of these positions, 
would like to have more information on what is 
involved, or know someone else we could ask, 
please contact President Thomas Grice. 

 

AMSA Incidents in January 
.A total of 30 domestic commercial vessel incidents 
were reported to Australian Maritime Safety Authority 
during January 2019.  Of these, four were 
categorised as serious. 

Location Vessel Type Incident 

Qld Passenger 
The vessel was overloaded 
with passengers and began 
taking on water. 

S.A. 
Non-
Passenger 

A cargo pod dropped below 
the water line, causing the 
vessel to stop suddenly.  
This resulted in minor 
injuries to the crew and 
damage to the crane and 
cargo pod. 

Qld Fishing 
The Coast Guard evacuated 
injured crew from a fishing 
trawler. 

Qld Fishing 
A deceased fisherman 
found in the water. 

 

War on Wrecks 
Marine Safety Queensland is working hard to get rid 

of boat wrecks around the state.  This one was 

hoisted out by helicopter.   http://bit.ly/2sVaANw  
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Ship Tracker 
Have you ever thought how many ships are sailing at 
any one time?  Probably not, but you would be 
amazed to see the range of Cruise and Passenger 
Ships (ocean, river and ferry), Cargo Ships, etc., on 
the waters around the world. 

While your editor was trying to work out where the 
ships were on which her friends and family were 
sailing, quite a few ship locater sites were found but 
this website turned out to be a little gold mine. 
http://www.cruisin.me/cruise-ship-tracker/   

(It should be mentioned here that VMR Brisbane has 
an AIS Receiver Station thanks to Marine Traffic and 
SEQUEST that Ship Tracker gets its information from 
https://www.marinetraffic.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/SEQUESTQLD/) 

The site estimates there are about 300,000 people 
on a cruise ship vacation at any one time.  To give 
you an idea, here is the shipping around Australia on 
27th February, 2019. 

Legend:  Cruise Ships 

Cargo Ships 

Tankers 

Oil Tankers  

Fishing Boats 

Supply Vessels 

Pleasure/Tour Craft 

When the mouse hovered over Columbus (the 
editor’s sister is halfway through a world cruise on 
this ship), a brief summary of the ship came up with 
the name of its next destination:  

When you click on a vessel, it gives you the chance 
to enter the vessel’s name, code for registration port 
and destination.   

 

 

Click on the green Vessel Details tab and its full 
description appears as well as providing a link to the 
complete itinerary: 

Watching the ships coming into the Brisbane River, 
combined with emails from people on those ships, 
has proved the information on this tracker is spot on.  
Most of the ship positions are constantly changing 
and the initial hover over the ship’s icon tells how long 
since the location was updated. 

During the cyclone warning period, cruise ships were 
all running up to 3 days behind, and missing ports to 
make up time.   

 Sea Princess spent an extra day in Cairns and on 
the way back to Brisbane, spent one night tucked in 
behind Fraser Island.  Their next cruise, a 14 day 
tour of New Zealand, was reduced to 10 days and 
missed the South Island altogether, sailing from 
Brisbane through the Cook Strait.  Passengers 
received reparation.   

 Pacific Dawn holed up in Vanuatu for 3 days which 
meant its next journey, a 3-day Comedy Cruise, had 
to be cancelled.  Guests unable to go on their cruise 
were refunded and received $100 per person bonus 
as compensation.   

 The Arcadia missed Brisbane and two other 
Queensland ports altogether and headed directly to 
Rabaul after an extra day in Sydney.   

 Columbus spent more time in Sydney, missing just 
one port before stopping in Yorkey’s Knob. 

 

Windy Weather 
This great photo from Angie Aceto on 22nd February 
shows the seagulls at Shorncliffe appearing to 
actually like Oma’s very windy conditions! 

The only drawback 

is the legend on 

the minor vessels 

is not always 

consistent! 

If you zoom in 
enough it will 
even show 
ship tenders. 

http://www.cruisin.me/cruise-ship-tracker/
https://www.marinetraffic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/SEQUESTQLD/


Cyclone Names 
 

 
 

Navigation Hazard 

 

This 13.7 m sunken trawler in the Brisbane River is 
the subject of a Maritime Safety Queensland notice 
to mariners warning of the navigation hazard.  The 
photo was taken on 3rd February, 2019, from the Sea 
Princess which was heading to Papua New Guinea – 
and returned before cyclone warnings!  The wreck’s 
approximate position is latitude 27°26.769’S and 
longitude 153°05.518’E.  There is a marker buoy 
nearby to ensure the area is traversed with caution. 

 

Queensland Police 

On 22nd February, the Queensland Police Service 
copped a spray from Oma on the way to North 
Stradbroke Island to provide support to the islanders. 

 

Moreton Island Clean Up 
You will remember the great event that Ocean 
Crusaders organised in Cabbage Tree Creek and the 
incredible amount of rubbish collected by volunteers.  
Ocean Crusaders are hosting another local clean-up 
event, this time on the eastern shore of Moreton 
Island on Saturday,16th March.  Volunteers are 
urged to come to Moreton and help with the clean up. 
For people arriving by private boat, there will be 
buses available to transport participants to the 
eastern side of the island.  Discounts are also 
available at the resort for those wanting to make a 
weekend of it. 

The World Meteorological Organisation maintains 
rotating lists of names which are appropriate for each 
Tropical Cyclone basin.  A tropical cyclone is a 
rapidly rotating storm system characterised by a low-
pressure centre, a closed low-level atmospheric 
circulation, strong winds, and a spiral arrangement of 
thunderstorms that produce heavy rain.  If a cyclone 
is particularly deadly or costly, then its name is retired 
and replaced by another one.    

The practice of naming storms (tropical cyclones) 
began years ago in order to help in the quick 
identification of storms in warning messages 
because names are presumed to be far easier to 
remember than numbers and technical terms.  
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